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Legal Ease
2012-05

sooner or later everyone will need a lawyer when that time comes this book will become the best investment you ve ever made
it s a certainty that someday in the lives of us all we ll have the need for legal services my guidebook provides the reader with
the practical information they should have when that day arrives the concept is that the average person has been kept in the
dark far too long about the truth of how lawyers operate and interact with clients and those in search of an attorney there is a
shroud of mystery surrounding lawyers that fosters misinformation prejudice distrust and confusion the aim of this book is to
penetrate this shroud and solve the mystery to accomplish this purpose i inform educate and illustrate what clients need to know
armed with new found knowledge and awareness the layperson will be able to approach the attorney client relationship with
confidence rather than distrust and apprehension this in turn will empower them to challenge the lawyer in ways that will save
money time and disappointment clients have been exploited by lawyers in a multitude of ways that have come to be accepted
as the norm it is my mission to expose the imbalance in the attorney client relationship i suggest ways and means for the client
to assert his rights and restore equilibrium to the relationship a secondary theme of this book is to expose the under belly of the
legal profession and the culture of greed that has come to identify lawyers what started with the exorbitant fees of big law firms
has spilled over to smaller firms as well as sole practitioners attorney fees have increased to the point where they bear no
reasonable relationship to the value of the service performed this abuse is known and tolerated by the organized bar

The Lawyer's Conscience
2023-07-21

in 1776 thomas paine declared the end of royal rule in the united states instead law is king for the people rule themselves paine
s declaration is the dominant american understanding of how political power is exercised in making law king american lawyers
became integral to the exercise of political power so integral to law that legal ethics philosopher david luban concluded lawyers
are the law american lawyers have defended the exercise of this power from the revolution to the present by arguing their work
is channeled by the profession s standards of ethical behavior those standards demand that lawyers serve the public interest
and the interests of their paying clients before themselves the duties owed both to the public and to clients meant lawyers were
in the marketplace selling their services but not of the marketplace this is the story of power and the limits of ethical constraints
to ensure such power is properly wielded the lawyer s conscience is the first book examining the history of american lawyer
ethics ranging from the mid eighteenth century to the professionalism crisis facing lawyers today

Congressional Record
1947

jews are a people of law and law defines who the jewish people are and what they believe this anthology engages with the
growing complexity of what it is to be jewish and more problematically what it means to be at once jewish and participate in
secular legal systems as lawyers judges legal thinkers civil rights advocates and teachers the essays in this book trace the
history and chart the sociology of the jewish legal profession over time revealing new stories and dimensions of this significant
aspect of the american jewish experience and at the same time exploring the impact of jewish lawyers and law firms on
american legal practice this superb collection reveals what an older focus on assimilation obscured jewish lawyers wanted to
make it but they also wanted to make law and the legal profession different and better these fascinating essays show how
despite considerable obstacles they succeeded daniel r ernst professor of law georgetown university law center author of
tocqueville s nightmare the administrative state emerges in america 1900 1940 this fascinating collection of essays by
distinguished scholars illuminates the distinctive and intricate relationship between jews and law exploring the various roles of
jewish lawyers in the united states germany and israel they reveal how the practice of law has variously expressed reinforced or
muted jewish identity as lawyers demonstrated their commitments to the public interest social justice jewish tradition or
personal ambition any student of law lawyers or jewish values will be engaged by the questions asked and answered jerold s
auerbach professor emeritus of history wellesley college author of unequal justice and rabbis and lawyers

AERA.
1927

why contrary to much expert and popular opinion more education may not be the answer to skyrocketing inequality for
generations americans have looked to education as the solution to economic disadvantage yet although more people are
earning degrees the gap between rich and poor is widening cristina groeger delves into the history of this seeming contradiction
explaining how education came to be seen as a panacea even as it paved the way for deepening inequality the education trap
returns to the first decades of the twentieth century when americans were grappling with the unprecedented inequities of the
gilded age groeger s test case is the city of boston which spent heavily on public schools she examines how workplaces came to
depend on an army of white collar staff largely women and second generation immigrants trained in secondary schools but
groeger finds that the shift to more educated labor had negative consequences both intended and unintended for many workers
employers supported training in schools in order to undermine the influence of craft unions and so shift workplace power toward
management and advanced educational credentials became a means of controlling access to high paying professional and
business jobs concentrating power and wealth formal education thus became a central force in maintaining inequality the idea
that more education should be the primary means of reducing inequality may be appealing to politicians and voters but groeger
warns that it may be a dangerous policy trap if we want a more equitable society we should not just prescribe more time in the
classroom but fight for justice in the workplace

Jews and the Law
2014-06-10

this volume brings together an international group of legal scholars to discuss different approaches to lawmaking as well as



reflecting the diversity of legisprudence as a re emerging academic field it offers a broad overview of current developments and
challenges in the theory of legislation and aspires moreover to counterbalance some questionable ideas or misconceptions
widespread among jurists on what making laws entails the book is organized into three parts the first comprises a sample of
ways and models of legislation ranging from classic legislative ideals to contemporary forms of regulation the essays in this part
variances of focus notwithstanding revolve around the notions of legislative rationality quality effectiveness and legitimacy
which may be regarded as the cornerstones of legisprudence interwoven with these notions is another core legisprudential
concern the justification of laws we address it separately in the next part by exploring the connection between lawmaking
argumentation and constitutional democracy under the heading legislation in a culture of justification a number of aspects of this
connection are tackled that have not been sufficiently considered so far in legisprudential literature such as the intricacies of
legislative reasoning and balancing or the justificatory problems posed by special interest legislation the under privileged status
of legisprudence in legal studies and the need for socially attentive and citizen oriented legislative research come to the fore in
the third part of the book which turns to the relationships between legisprudence lawyers and citizens all in all the thirteen
articles gathered here provide a stimulating insight into the theory of legislation and can hopefully contribute to the
reconciliation of the study of law and the study of its making

The Education Trap
2021-03-09

in this brilliant and immensely readable book lawrence m friedman tells the whole fascinating story of american law from its
beginnings in the colonies to the present day by showing how close the life of the law is to the economic and political life of the
country he makes a complex subject understandable and engrossing a history of american law presents the achievements and
failures of the american legal system in the context of america s commercial and working world family practices and attitudes
toward property government crime and justice now completely revised and updated this groundbreaking work incorporates new
material regarding slavery criminal justice and twentieth century law for laymen and students alike this remains the only
comprehensive authoritative history of american law

Conceptions and Misconceptions of Legislation
2019-06-14

renowned legal historian lawrence friedman presents an accessible and authoritative history of american law from the colonial
era to the present day this fully revised fourth edition incorporates the latest research to bring this classic work into the twenty
first century in addition to looking closely at timely issues like race relations the book covers the changing configurations of
commercial law criminal law family law and the law of property friedman furthermore interrogates the vicissitudes of the legal
profession and legal education the underlying theory of this eminently readable book is that the law is the product of society in
this way we can view the history of the legal system through a sociological prism as it has evolved over the years

A History of American Law: Third Edition
2005-06-01

shedding new light on contemporary campaigns to encourage marriage among welfare recipients and to prosecute deadbeat
dads wives without husbands traces the efforts of progressive reformers to make runaway husbands support their families anna

A History of American Law
2019-09-09

on a beautiful spring day in 2002 lee carlson s life was transformed forever when he was hit by a careless speeding driver father
husband writer son all that was about to change several days later he woke up in a hospital with a new identity traumatic brain
injury survivor unfortunately he knew all about traumatic brain injury or tbi just months before his mother had fallen down a
flight of basement stairs crushing her brain and leaving her unable to walk speak or feed herself passage to nirvana tells the
story of one person s descent into the hell of losing everything family home health even the ability to think and the slow climb
back to a normal life told in a unique creative style brought on by the author s brain injury combining short poems and essays in
an interwoven exuberant narrative passage to nirvana recounts one person s struggle and ultimate joy at building a new life the
story takes the reader through intensive care units doctors offices and a profusion of therapy centers eventually winding its way
to sunlit oceans quiet zen meditation halls white beaches azure skies and a sailboat named nirvana passage to nirvana is a
memoir a treasury of zen teachings and a sailor s yarn all rolled into one passage to nirvana is an illustrative tale about finding a
path to happiness after a traumatic life event a book that will teach you about the poetry of living

Wives Without Husbands
2007

includes section some michigan books

Passage to Nirvana
2010-08

tricksters are known by their deeds obviously not all the examples in american tricksters are full blown mythological tricksters
like coyote raven or the two brothers found in native american stories or superhuman figures like the larger than life davy
crockett of nineteenth century tales newer expressions of trickiness do share some qualities with the trickster archetype seen in
myths rock stars who break taboos and get away with it heroes who overcome monstrous circumstances crafty folk who find a
way to survive and thrive when the odds are against them men making spectacles of themselves by feeding their astounding



appetites in public all have some trickster qualities each person every living creature who ever faced an obstacle and needed to
get around it has found the built in trickster impulse impasses turn the trickster gene on or stimulate the trick performing
imagination that s life to explore the ways and means of trickster maneuvers can alert us to pitfalls help us appreciate tricks that
are entertaining and aid us in fending off ploys which drain our resources and ruin our lives knowing more about the trickster
archetype in our psyches helps us be more self aware

Quarterly Review
1954

over the past several decades the number of lawyers in large cities has doubled women have entered the bar at an
unprecedented rate and the scale of firms has greatly expanded this immense growth has transformed the nature and social
structure of the legal profession in the most comprehensive analysis of the urban bar to date urban lawyers presents a
compelling portrait of how these changes continue to shape the field of law today drawing on extensive interviews with chicago
lawyers the authors demonstrate how developments in the profession have affected virtually every aspect of the work and
careers of urban lawyers their relationships with clients job tenure and satisfaction income social and political values networks of
professional connections and patterns of participation in the broader community yet despite the dramatic changes much
remains the same stratification of income and power based on gender race and religious background for instance still maintains
inequality within the bar the authors of urban lawyers conclude that organizational priorities will likely determine the future
direction of the legal profession and with this landmark study as their guide readers will be able to make their own informed
predictions

American Tricksters
2014-12-18

james cantrill hard working businessman family man the guy next door thinks he s having a day from hell when he is
unexpectedly fired but hell gets hotter he s kidnapped hustled onto a corporate jet and smuggled to puerto rico there he finds
himself embroiled in a brutal global conspiracy involving code 936 the obscure irs tax code which secretly benefits hundreds of
huge manufacturers in puerto rico what james knows may get him killed out of her mind with worry trish his partner and wife
struggles to find him she his daughters friends his trusted lawyer and finally the fbi endeavor to discover his whereabouts while
trying to penetrate this airtight cover up they soon learn that a number of ruthless people will go to any length to make sure
james is never found and the truth is never revealed powerfully evocative and steeped in international intrigue code 936 is a
riveting expose of the irs tax code corporate greed medical fraud torture corporate corruption and managed healthcare it is also
a story of love undaunted courage and spiritual triumph

Urban Lawyers
2005-07-05

in the wake of a series of corporate governance disasters in the us and europe which have gained almost mythic status enron
worldcom tyco adelphia healthsouth parmalat one question has not yet been addressed a number of gatekeeping professions
auditors attorneys securities analysts credit rating agencies exist to guard against these governance failures yet clearly these
watchdogs did not bark while corporations were looted and destroyed but why not to answer these questions a more detailed
investigation is necessary that moves beyond journalism and easy scapegoating and examines the evolution responsibilities and
standards of these professions john c coffee jr world renowned professor of corporate law examines how these gatekeeping
professions developed to what degree they failed and what reforms are feasible above all this book examines the institutional
changes and pressures that caused gatekeepers to underperform or neglect their responsibilities and focuses on those feasible
changes that can restore gatekeepers as the loyal agents of investors this informed and readable view of the players on the
contemporary business stage will be essential reading for investors professionals executives and business academics concerned
with issues of good governance

CODE 936
2009-06-22

in the aftermath of america s centennial celebrations of 1876 readers developed an appetite for chronicles of the nation s past
born amid this national vogue the field of american literary history was touted as the balm for numerous ills from burgeon

Gatekeepers
2006-06-01

this 1915 autobiographical work by joseph francis depicts his struggles with alcohol and advocates the disciple of temperance
the work contains francisgrams pithy temperance aphorisms

Lawyers and the Promotion of Justice
2006

by the time she entered her middle years sunny raymond was disappointed she found men to be generally unskilled and
uncaring lovers something she was certain she could correct in young richard saunders she trained him well but unfortunately
the world began to turn upside down just as her student reached his peak years years during which the women for whom he was
trained began to exercise social dominance what is a man trained for one kind of world to do when that world gives way to a new
order does he become an uncaring technician and how do these young aggressive and take charge women view him does he
become a challenge or a toy



Writers in Retrospect
2008-03

what do you call 600 lawyers at the bottom of the sea marc galanter calls it an opportunity to investigate the meanings of a rich
and time honored genre of american humor lawyer jokes lowering the bar analyzes hundreds of jokes from mark twain classics
to contemporary anecdotes about dan quayle johnnie cochran and kenneth starr drawing on representations of law and lawyers
in the mass media political discourse and public opinion surveys galanter finds that the increasing reliance on law has coexisted
uneasily with anxiety about the legalization of society informative and always entertaining his book explores the tensions
between americans deep seated belief in the law and their ambivalence about lawyers

My Last Drink
2000-06

attorney peter lambert lands a case to challenge his courtroom skills jack boyland has been charged with robbing his business
partner and murder looms as a possibility complications ensue when peter becomes romantically involved with a witness

The Watchbird
2006-08-08

in the dutch countryside the war seems far away for most people at least but not for ed a jew in nazi occupied holland trying to
find some safe sanctuary compelled to go into hiding in the rural province of zeeland he is taken in by a seemingly benevolent
family of farmers but as ed comes to realize the van t westeindes are not what they seem camiel the son of the house is still in
mourning for his best friend a german soldier who committed suicide the year before and camiel s fiery unstable sister mariete
begins to nurse a growing unrequited passion for their young guest just as ed realizes his own attraction to camiel as time goes
by ed is drawn into the domestic intrigues around him and the farmhouse that had begun as his refuge slowly becomes his
prison

Lowering the Bar
2005-09

southern california legal thrillers over 1 500 pages full of twists turns drama crime and justice for fans of grisham buy the series
that one reader says are among the best page turners around presumed guilty introducing avery collins former inmate turned
harvard trained lawyer avery is a social justice warrior with a thirst for justice for the wrongfully accused she represents esme
gutierrez a refugee accused of killing a wealthy young girl as the city melts down as one side proclaims her guilty without
evidence avery risks her life to defend esme an ending you guaranteed won t see coming justice delayed avery gets her revenge
on each and every person responsible for her wrongful imprisonment along the way she exposes a sick sex trafficking ring ripped
from the headlines just like law and order strap in and prepare for a bumpy and exciting ride insanity defense avery s brother
aidan gets his first murder case and it s a doozy he represents a beautiful but mentally unstable woman she s accused of killing
her husband and doesn t know if she did it or not aidan discovers a sinister plot beyond his wildest imagination wrongful
conviction avery s partner christian represents a young black boy convicted for the brutal rape of an a list actress the boy had
nothing to do with it but he s poor black and dispensable so he was convicted the real culprit is an extremely powerful man who
can intimidate anybody into covering up his sick crimes can christian find a way to bring this man to justice if he doesn t an
innocent boy will spend the rest of his life in prison the trial a case of pure corporate greed avery s back and representing the
mother of a child with mesothelioma a disease virtually unheard of in children avery finds out the child was deliberately sickened
and when she finds out why she knows she must bring this company down of course it s never that easy and avery faces blocks
at every turn can she bring this corrupt company down rachel sinclair s books are full of lightning fast twists turns and spins if
you love books about social justice warriors bringing down powerful interests greedy corporations corrupt billionaires perverted
and evil powerful men sick politicians and mad scientists you ll love these books if you re a fan of grisham give these books a try

Paralegal . Paramour
2006

offers an analysis of the mccarthy phenomenon tracing the machinations of anticommunism in creating a culture of fear and
suspicion

Secretly Inside
2024-02-09

a young boy dying of a lethal disease a corporation s greed is the cause avery collins must get justice and possibly find the
person who can save his life avery collins social justice warrior has a new case only it s not a criminal case not yet anyway 7 year
old frankie jamison is dying and nobody quite knows why avery knows frankie through regina as frankie is the son of lorinda one
of regina s best friends from the street lorinda has nothing in her life nothing but her young son and now she s losing even that
with nobody to turn to lorinda tells avery her story and with regina s persistence avery decides to look a little deeper and what
she finds is corruption and greed at the highest level not to mention a cover up that goes higher than avery could ever imagine
is there a chance that this young kid can find justice and a cure avery becomes determined to find out while also being
determined that the bastards who are behind this kid s illness are brought to justice and avery always gets justice no matter how
she has to do it with the lightning speed and twists and turns you ve come to expect from a rachel sinclair legal thriller this is
one book you won t want to miss



Southern California Legal Thrillers
1998

booklist top of the list reference source the heir and successor to eric partridge s brilliant magnum opus the dictionary of slang
and unconventional english this two volume new partridge dictionary of slang and unconventional english is the definitive record
of post wwii slang containing over 60 000 entries this new edition of the authoritative work on slang details the slang and
unconventional english of the english speaking world since 1945 and through the first decade of the new millennium with the
same thorough intense and lively scholarship that characterized partridge s own work unique exciting and at times hilariously
shocking key features include unprecedented coverage of world english with equal prominence given to american and british
english slang and entries included from australia new zealand canada india south africa ireland and the caribbean emphasis on
post world war ii slang and unconventional english published sources given for each entry often including an early or significant
example of the term s use in print hundreds of thousands of citations from popular literature newspapers magazines movies and
songs illustrating usage of the headwords dating information for each headword in the tradition of partridge commentary on the
term s origins and meaning new to this edition a new preface noting slang trends of the last five years over 1 000 new entries
from the us uk and australia new terms from the language of social networking many entries now revised to include new dating
new citations from written sources and new glosses the new partridge dictionary of slang and unconventional english is a
spectacular resource infused with humour and learning it s rude it s delightful and it s a prize for anyone with a love of language

Many Are the Crimes
2023-11-27

explores the critical role that american lawyers have played since the nation s founding and what the future holds for the
profession the american legal profession faces significant challenges the changing nature of work in the wake of the covid 19
pandemic calls for greater racial and gender justice threats to democracy the inaccessibility of legal services for the majority of
americans the risk of obsolescence owing to the emergence of new technologies and the disaffection many lawyers feel toward
their work ambitious in its scope yet straightforward in its approach lawyer nation seeks to address these crises by offering a
path forward for the legal profession ray brescia provides concrete ideas for transforming law into a field whose services are
accessible egalitarian and viable in the long term further he addresses how the profession can improve so that the health of its
practitioners is not compromised in the process if the legal profession does not respond to its crises in an effective way he
argues the dysfunction and unfairness plaguing the legal world will deepen this is an unprecedented opportunity for the world of
law to reimagine its future in way that honors its highest ideals preserving the rule of law protecting individual liberty and
addressing social inequality in all of its forms

The Trial
1908

when media coverage of courtroom trials came under intense fire in the aftermath of the infamous new jersey v hauptmann
lawsuit a k a the lindbergh kidnapping case a new wave of fictionalized courtroom programming arose to satiate the public s
appetite for legal drama this book is an alphabetical examination of the nearly 200 shows telecast in the u s from 1948 through
2008 involving courtrooms lawyers and judges complete with cast and production credits airdates detailed synopses and
background information included are such familiar titles as perry mason divorce court judge judy la law and the practice along
with such obscure series as they stand accused the verdict is yours sam benedict trials of o brien and the law and mr jones the
book includes an introductory overview of law oriented radio and tv broadcasts from the 1920s to the present including actual
courtroom coverage or lack of same during those years in which cameras and microphones were forbidden in the courtroom and
historical events within tv s factual and fictional treatment of the legal system also included in the introduction is an analysis of
the rise and fall of cable s court tv channel

Proceedings of the Illinois State Bar Association
2015-06-26

tort reform is a favorite cause for many business leaders and right leaning politicians who contend that out of control lawsuits
throttle growth and inflate costs particularly in healthcare less is said about how such reforms might affect the ability of
individuals to recover damages for injuries suffered through another party s negligence on that count texas where efforts at tort
reform have been energetic and successful provides an opportunity to appraise the outcome for plaintiffs and their lawyers an
opportunity that stephen daniels and joanne martin take full advantage of in this timely and provocative work because much of
the action on tort reform takes place on the state level a look at the experience of texas a large and important state with a very
active plaintiff s bar is especially instructive plaintiffs lawyers work on a contingency fee basis collecting compensation for
themselves as a percentage only if they win reduce lawyers ability to use contingency fees as compensation as tort reform
inevitably does and you reduce their economic incentive to do this work daniels and martin s study bears this out drawing on
over 20 years of research extensive surveys and interviews the authors explore the impact the tort reform movement in texas
has had on the ability of plaintiffs to obtain judgments in short on private citizens meaningful access to the full power of the law
in the course of their analysis the authors explain the history and economics behind the workings of the plaintiffs bar they
explore how lawyers select cases and clients as well as the referral process that moves cases among lawyers and allows for
specialization they also examine the effects of medical malpractice reforms on plaintiffs lawyers reforms that often close the
courthouse doors to certain types of people tort reform s hidden victims plaintiffs lawyers are the civil justice system s
gatekeepers providing meaningful access to the rights the law provides daniels and martin s thorough and fair minded work
offers a unique and sobering perspective on how tort reform can curtail this access and thus the legal rights of american citizens

The New Partridge Dictionary of Slang and Unconventional English
1908



whaley and nehf s consumer law ninth edition is a concise clear and accessible problem oriented casebook that takes students
through the main issues of consumer law deceptive practices product quality and consumer credit the book employs a popular
problems approach enjoyed by professors and students for interesting fact patterns which illustrates relevant issues and their
resolution and helps put consumer law statutes and regulations into context it covers the federal interstate land sales full
disclosure act regulating sale of vacation home land not mentioned in any other book on this topic and includes quotes for the
attorney s arsenal statements from famous cases eloquently encapsulate specific points new to the 9th edition new co author
james nehf indiana university robert h mckinney school of law updated regulations on odometer changesnew discussion of
prepaid cards and accountsnew discussion of the spokeo case limiting federal jurisdiction in consumer suitsexpanded discussion
of consumer rights of military personnel and their familiesextended coverage and discussion of arbitrationnew coverage of
collection of time barred debtsnew coverage of email spam online tracking and cybersecuritynew cases and updated citations
throughout on many other topics professors and students will benefit from new focus on arbitration expanded coverage of
contracting in cyberspace complete coverage of almost all consumer issues allows the professor to decide what are the most
important matters to cover updated problems that address contemporary issues

Proceedings of the Illinois State Bar Association
1908

this book provides an introduction to the american legal system for a broad readership its focus is on law in practice on the role
of the law in american society and how the social context affects the living law of the united states it covers the institutions of
law creation and application law in american government american legal culture and the legal profession american criminal and
civil justice and civil rights clearly written the book has been widely used in both undergraduate and graduate courses as an
introduction to the legal system it will be useful too to a general audience interested in understanding how this vital social
system works this new edition follows the same basic structure as applied in the previous editions providing a thorough revision
and reworking of the text this edition reflects upon what has happened in the years since the second edition was published in
1998 and how these events and evolutions have shaped our fundamental comprehension of the workings of the american legal
system today

Annual Report of the Illinois State Bar Association
1909

nuclear holocaust destroys america and an ex soldier must rescue his family lead a resistance and rebuild the country from a
usa today bestselling author the worst case scenario has come to pass a nuclear strike has crippled america gangs looters and
vandals have seized the streets the decent few can only pray for a leader to protect them luckily one of the survivors is ben
raines rebel mercenary retired soldier and tireless patriot raines is searching for his missing family in the aftermath of this
devastating war his relentless pursuit through the ruined cities of the west unites him with the civilians of the resistance forces
they become his recruits for a revolutionary army dedicated to rebuilding america then comes the final outrage an armed attack
by government forces with the fate of america s new patriots hanging in the balance raines vows government be damned to
survive find his family and lead this once great nation out of the ashes first in the long running series

The Chronicle
1909

for one semester undergraduate courses in law and society sociology of law introduction to law and a variety of criminal justice
courses offered in departments of sociology criminal justice and political science examines the interplay between law and
society law and society 10e provides an informative balanced and comprehensive analysis of the interplay between law and
society this text presents an overview of the most advanced interdisciplinary and international research theoretical advances
ongoing debates and controversies it raises new levels of awareness on the structure and functions of law and legal systems and
the principal players in the legal arena and their impact on our lives in addition it looks at the legal system in the context of race
class and gender and considers multicultural and cross cultural issues in a contemporary and interdisciplinary context

Market World and Chronicle
1970

Cases and Materials on the Legal Profession
2024-02-06

Lawyer Nation
2009-09-29

Encyclopedia of Television Law Shows
2015-06-05
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Problems and Materials on Consumer Law
2017

American Law
2008-01-01

Out of the Ashes
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